Cochlear™ Classroom+ Kits:

Connectivity and Monitoring in the Classroom and Beyond

Cochlear™ Classroom+ Connectivity Kit
FUZ1514

An affordable and portable connectivity option for Cochlear™ Nucleus® or Baha® recipients, this Kit is designed for students to hear in the classroom and beyond. It includes the Mini Microphone 2+, the Wireless Technology in the Classroom Manual, the Back to School Guide, the World is Their Classroom Guide and a storage bag with identification tag for safe storage and transportation of the equipment.

- Mini Microphone 2+
- Wireless Technology in the Classroom Guide
- Back to School Guide
- World is Their Classroom Guide
- Storage Bag with Identification Tag

Cochlear™ Classroom+ Monitoring Kit
FUZ1515

Designed for educators and interventionists wanting to ensure that their students with Cochlear™ technology are hearing their best in the classroom and beyond, this Kit includes items for monitoring the sound processors, manuals on how to do so, a Ling Toy Set with Cards for functional listening testing and a storage bag.

- Cochlear™ Monitor Earphone Adaptor with earphones for Nucleus® 7 Sound Processor
- Nucleus® Monitor Earphones for use with the Nucleus® 5 and 6 Sound Processors
- Baha Listening Rod
- Ling Sounds Toy Kit (Cards with Toys)
- Wireless Technology in the Classroom Guide
- Back to School Guide
- World is Their Classroom Guide